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New DesigNs

Pg 4

Moon Raven Eye Ovoid

Best sellers
Jewelery

#1: Cedar Feather 
Earrings - pg 4

Toys

Runner-up: Raven Barrette - pg 5

#1: Pine Rattle - pg 3

Runner-up: Indigenous Art Stickers - pg 6

#1

#1
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Im
agine the possibilities

Your 
art 
here

Pine Rattles

Make it your own!
From a single personalized 
name to dozens of your 
organization’s logo, custom 
Migwan Pine Rattles make 
a truly unique gift or a 
natural alternative to typical 
promotional products. 

Move your body, make 
that music!

Migwan Rattles are 
hand-made from 
natural, uncoated pine 
wood. They can be 
personalized 
with paint, if 
desired.

100% COMPOSTABLE
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Designed for use by young groups, these rattles have 
a gentler sound, and a short handle for small hands. 

Bulk pricing available.

$15.95 UPC 628451229179
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Cedar Earrings

Moon Raven Eye Ovoid

Feathers Wing Wing Tip

Made from natural cedar, these unique earrings are 
ultra-lightweight and hypo-allergenic, making them 
extremely comfortable for all day wear. 

2.5” long

$15.95
100% COMPOSTABLE
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Moon UPC 628451229216
Raven Eye UPC 628451229223
Ovoid UPC 628451229230

Feathers UPC 628451229063
Wing UPC 628451229032
Wing Tip UPC 628451229070
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Hair Barrettes

Raven

Salmon

Feathers

100% COMPOSTABLE
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Migwan Barrettes are built 
strong for all hair types. They 
are made from leather and 
wood, and so can eventually 
return to the Earth. 

Consider these barrettes for quick and stylish up-
do’s any day, whether you’re headed outdoors or 
the office. They accent a braid well, and make an 
attractive, functional, eco-friendly gift.

$24.95

Raven Barrette UPC 628451229148
Salmon Barrette UPC 628451229124
Feathers Barrette UPC 628451229131
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Having Fun with Indigenous Art

Ages 3+         Players 1+            $15.95

•  18 cards in 9 pairs of easily        
    recognized traditional images
•  Support memory, focus, motor skills
•  Includes instruction card with more  
    fun ways to play
•  Play solo or with friends and family
•  Sustainably designed and locally  
    produced

UPC 628451229186

Sticker Sets

Medicine Wheel Matching Card Game
Bring Indigenous art into everyday play.

Each set includes 150 stickers in 8 
brightly coloured designs featuring
hummingbird, snowflakes, salmon, 
feather, raven, sun, moon, and wolf 
with moon. Best for use indoors, 
these stickers are make from 100% 
post-consumer recycled paper and 
are fully recyclable - even the backing. 
They are now also packaged in paper, 
earning them the Migwan Green 
Salmon seal of approval.           $13.95
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Aussi en Français!
3 sets to choose from:
Indigenous Art Stickers UPC 628451229018
Words of Appreciation UPC 628451229001
Mots d’appréciation UPC 628451229162
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Ornament Sets

100% COMPOSTABLE
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Indigenous

Sitka Trees

Horses

Make it your own!
From a single personalized message 
to dozens of your organization’s logo, 
custom Migwan Ornament boxes make 
a memorable, unique gift or a natural 
alternative to typical promotional products. 
Email info@wavemakerpress.com for quotes.

Each box is 3.25” square by 
1.5” high and contains 3 or 
4 unique ornaments with 
hanging cords attached.   
$30

Indigneous Set of 4 UPC 628451229025
Sitka Trees Set of 3 UPC 628451229056
Horses Set of 4 UPC 628451229049
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Daniel Puglas Greeting Card Sets

Punctuate a gift or mail a meaningful message with
Daniel Puglas Greeting Cards. Interiors are blank to 
write your own greeting for any occasion. The artist’s 
biography is on the reverse of every card.
Sets come pre-packaged, ready for display. Retail $12.95

About the Artist
Daniel Puglas Gwe Ek Kalis descends from the Gwawaenuk Tribe 
on his mother’s (Sally Williams) side and Mamalilikulla First Nation 
on his father’s (Daniel Puglas Sr.) side. Daniel was taught by his late 
grandparents, Hereditary Chief Fred Williams and matriarch Elsie 
Williams (Wamiss), who were well-known for wooden carvings and 
designing traditional wardrobes.

In addition to wooden carvings, Danny also creates bentwood boxes, 
plaques, masks, drawings & paintings. His art is well-known both locally 
& across North America.

Danny lives in Nanaimo BC, with his wife Tami and their two sons 
Daniel Puglas Jr. and Samuel Puglas.

Art Cards Colouring Cards

Art Cards Set of 5 UPC 628451229087
Colouring Cards Set of 6 UPC 628451229094
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Migwan Greeting Card Sets

Brighten someone’s day with Migwan Greeting Cards. 
Interiors are blank to write your own greeting for any 
occasion. The artist’s biography is on the reverse of every 
card.
Sets come pre-packaged, ready for display. Retail $12.95

About the Artist
Migwan is Don Bonner, son of Douglas and Carol Bonner. He is a 
member of the Shabot Obaadjiwan First Nation, part of the Bear 
Clan of the Algonquin Nation. He uses multiple methods of creating 
contemporary art that draws inspiration from traditional styles. Don is 
grateful to the People of Snuneymuxw, on whose traditional lands he 
currently lives. He is grateful for the honour of working with local Elders 
and Knowledge Keepers in the pursuit of developing his art. Don finds 
inspiration from his mentors and the natural surroundings.

Migwan Art Cards Set of 5 UPC 628451229209



 From conception, through harvest, production, and 
transportation to customer use and end-of-use, Migwan 
and WaveMaker Press consider the environmental 
impacts of all products, and make every effort to reduce 
that impact. A short list of these efforts include: sourcing 
local raw materials, printing on FSC certified paper in-
house whenever possible, and in Canada when not 
possible.

Watch for the Migwan Green 
Salmon for end-of-use product 
instructions, or email us for more 
information.

 In addition to being servants of 
our own communities, we strive to make products which 
will benefit all communities, the earth, and waters. We 
further strive to keep all animals from undue hardship 
by ethically harvesting ourselves whenever possible, 
and ensuring the same from local suppliers when not 
possible. 
 
 We promise to be part of the solution to plastic 
pollution. Therefore, we are proud to say most of our 
quality-made products will last generations, not forever.

Our Environmental Impact Statement


